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Introduction: In recent years, the medical simulation has developed rapidly. The simulators offer through its advanced
technical features new opportunities for highly effective simulation training. Also, the computer technology and the audio
and video technologies have developed greatly in recent years and offer many opportunities for simulation training to gain
the next level.
From a technical perspective, the medical simulation offers several levels at which technical aids can significantly
increase the effectiveness of the training. From a technical perspective, the different levels
        -          The simulator
        -          Simulation environment
        -          Infrastructure
Each level can support but also irritate the other levels. A matching of all components is therefore very important. If the
simulation environment contains many disturbing elements there is a risk that the scenario is seen as irrelevant, and thus
the training is really just an expensive game. The technology has to be primarily very easy to use, and not distracting the
instructors to do a proper job. Here is the biggest challenge for manufacturers of audio video solutions.
Objectives: Putting together the needs of users (educators and clinicians) and the possibilities of modern technology.
This workshop is not for very big centers with large AV investments, it is tailored to small or medium simulation activities
where it is always a challenge to make decisions between and money spent and functionality needed. The following
questions we would like to answer. Do we need all the new gadgets for our simulation centers? What is really useful,
what is just fancy and what is not very useful? There is so much new technology, there are so many different technical
standards and technical terms out there, like HD, 720p, 1080p, 1080i, HDMI, DVI and so on, but for most of the
simulation trainers these terms aren’t really clear. Most of the educators are not very much into it, but if they want to do
modern simulation training they have to know they basic meaning. They should know the basic pros and cons of different
technologies.
Learning Objectives:
1. Better understanding of what is needed for video-debriefings.
2. Better understanding of basic Audio and Video terminology, technology and opportunities.
3. Increasing the European user-group on AV-issues to share experience and expertise.
 
Material/Patients and Methods or Expected Audience: The session is for simulation technicians and simulation center
managers.
Results / Requirements/Specific needs: Better understanding of what is really needed to start a sucessful simulation
project and to understand how technology can support simulation instructors to fulfill all their educational goals.What are
the main tools we need to implement a simualtion programm and what technology do we really need and whats just nice
to have. As result we would like to present SESAM a white paper to set a standard for the minimal requirements to set up
a modern simulation program.
Conclusion / Description of the session: Participants should learn the basics of these topics
        - Basic knowledge aboout technology and terminology regarding AV and Simulators        
        - Planning a simulation center
        - The technology “from cables to whole systems”



        - Manikin troubleshooting with discussion of the participants problems
        - Additional solutions, options and technical gadgets
Moreover we would like to implement a network of simualtion technicians in Europe.
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